
Fair Voting BC is mounting a challenge under the
Canadian Charter of Rights & Freedoms’
guarantee of effective representation. Fair Voting
BC says refusing to overhaul the outdated first-past-
the-post voting system amounts to discrimination,
since theCharter guarantees citizens’ right to vote
and right to equal treatment.
Among other rulings, Fair Voting BC bases its

challenge on the 1991 Saskatchewan Electoral
Boundaries Reference case. Justice Beverley
McLachlin ruled: ‘Each citizen is entitled to be
represented in government. Representation
comprehends the idea of having a voice in the
deliberations of government.’ 
Fair Voting BC states, ‘That’s each of us, not just

some of us. The court has also said that voters
should be treated equally, but when only half of us
have an MP we support, the system is
discriminatory and excludes our voices.’ 
‘Constitutional lawyers have advised us that we

have a worthwhile case to make that our current
voting system violates our Charter rights,’ Fair
Voting BC President Tony Hodgson says. 
‘Our goals in launching a Canadian Charter of

Rights & Freedoms challenge are to have the court
rule that our current voting system contravenes the
Charter and order the government to adopt a voting
system that complies with the Charter.
Before launching its challenge Fair Vote BC needs

to have pledges to cover $260,000 for the hearings,
plus a guarantee of $100,000 to indemnify our
plaintiffs ($360,000 total).
The group have initiated a pledge drive. By March

1, Fair Vote BC already had pledges for $110,000,
visit charterchallenge.ca. The organization is
encouraging other groups to join with it in this
challenge. 
Meanwhile, a government e-petition asking for

reform has over 130,000 signatures at closing.
Non-profit Fair Voting BC served as the official

proponents in the 2009 BC-STV referendum
campaign. Antony Hodgson is a UBC mechanical
engineering professor and has served with Fair
Voting BC since the 2005 BC-STV referendum. 0
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Charter challenge over ‘discriminatory’ voting system
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